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EQ-growth for a Russian President in Justice-nihilism

Dmitri Medevedev ,
I have never tried to give you acces to the Galaxy, so you can talk to the Meeting of Gods & Goddesses...
And I can't sence if this letter will be your ticket to my Goddess of Wisdom.
I do feel that you need to level with my 'view to kill' = little joke between me & Meeting...
'View to kill' comes from a James Bond movie. Powerstruggles.
When the guides in the Galaxy give me a view to kill, they give me an Glance at the Future.
Usually very impressive. I do ask for this experience frequently, of course!
Never get what I want, because I've got an agreement with the Higher Powers:
= what ever happens, I have to stay alive for my kids untill they are 18 years or older
= when I die before they are adults, they will live in hel on Earth without a family-life
My guides take this as a startingpoint for advice, images, flows, moods...and to send me back to Earth.
I've learned to listen to truth = I believe what they say due to my lifetime-experiences .
For example: My guides tell me to take a route or to leave a path. In the past 'I did not understand them'
and made the wrong turns. Nowadays I do feel differences between good & wrong choices for
'Definition to Detour' much clearer...and enjoy the results with more self-consious....
(Well, almost all results.... Forget Paul mcCartney: he's a pain in the neck, a big trouble-maker...)
'View to kill' gives you an overlook.
It can be too intensive & demanding, but you don't need to panic.
Higher Powers give you acces to the amount of information 'you need, may not know & can handle'.
What you get is a Glance at Earth from another perspective. Perfections doesn't exist, but we all believe
that there's a better World than planet Earth. Glancing from the Galaxy on Earth, is from a coördinate
that makes you believe 'that Earth can be a better place, as long as you make the decisions needed'.
Guides educate you on 'how to make decisions grounded in Higher Powers.
What you get to see is to be put on timelines. Be aware..., it can only be your individual timeline!
You can only build your individual Red Tape, not somebody else's.
You can never buid the life of another individual that has its own timeline, tóó.
So, what do you do, with all the thinking- & behavioral-patterns you learn to observe & implement?
You have to come to an agreement with yourself first = your startingpoint for the rest of your timeline.
Keep it to yourself, don't discuss it with others.
Evolution & Evaluation. Maths = 'which thoughts & attitudes of me x those of others = good & wrong'?
Sort out all info you receive; separate info from the Galaxy from info on Earth.
Keep your maps small, max 8 items per cel. Put all these 8-cels next to each other and do maths with
EQ-moods. Set boundaries. Good & Wrong in pieces of 8.
Personally, I work in smaller cels, but I've got a extensive refined set of line by now!
If you do so... on day you will learn that you have built a complete set of lines in a hidden file that wants
to become visable next to the Red Tape you thought your were making.
You have done more, that you first believed.
Time to decide:'Do I need more Evolution or is it time for Evalution?
Time to ask others questions about their Red Tape. Put results of the 8-cels of yourself and those of
others next to each other on the table. Categorize & Clean up.
But, keep the outcome of all your work for yourself! Just live on.....
It will take more time to comprehend whether you have to do Evolution or Evaluation.
Go back to the meeting. Ask for an explanation on you mistakes
= they will not give it, but they do give you a symbol that points you into a direction for good & wrong.
= they will educate on 'how to work with symbol-language'.

Symbol-language = personallity-bounded.
Althoug my daughter & I are compatible... She has learning-difficulties that make her look down on
herself. No matter what I say, it won't go away.
Last week she said to me:
'Mum, I had a terrible dream. You were so mad at me, because I failed my exam Bird-watching'.
I explained:'Daughter I Love this. This is so wonderful. Now I know how EQ in your brain grows.
I understand which parts of my education to you is still unclear to you'.
She smiled, feeling a little left behind.
In her next dream she shall be not afraid of failing for her Bird-exams anymore.
My symbols: trains, nature, colors, wheater-conditions...
And....Birds... Magpie, raven or starling are warnings from the Devils'track!
A woodpecker, great tit or sparrow – together with many others I don't recognise by name – give the
Birds'song. An indicator for relationships.
Last summer, a beautiful Bird-creature was sitting on my balcony. 30 cm tall, devided in 2 colors.
Top was beige with black dark eyes, bottom was lightning red with a very long tale...
I was in my kitchen. For a second , I believed I was having a Fata Morgana. But it was real.
Stayed for 3 minutes... and left. Never returned... and I still don't get the message....

Dmitri Medvedev, you have to find your personal indicator.
I told you before: You will find answers in the missing trees of Siberia'. My intuition...
Because I don't know 'how experienced you are with travelling throughout the Galaxy',
I have to stop writing. Need signs that you have started to work with timelines, one next to the other.
One thing:
Work with a limit vocabulary. Don't make sentences more beautiful to impress others = your create only
complexity without a solutions.

Have an energetic-night on the Long-distance track,
desiree
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